We present the concept of a novel time-focusing technique for neutron spectrometers, which allows to disentangle time-focusing from beam divergence. The core of this approach is a double rotating-crystal monochromator that can be used to extract a larger wavelength band from a white beam, thus providing a higher flux at the sample compared to standard time-of-flight instruments, yet preserving energy resolution and beam collimation. The performances of a spectrometer based on this approach are quantitatively discussed in terms of possible incident wavelengths, flux at the sample and (Q, E)-resolution. Analytical estimates suggest flux gains of about one order of magnitude at comparable resolutions in comparison to conventional time-of-flight spectrometers. Moreover, the double monochromator configuration natively shifts the sample away from the source line-of-sight, thus significantly improving the signal-to-noise ratio. The latter, in combination with a system that does not increase the beam divergence, brings the further advantage of a cleaner access to the low-Q region, which is recognized to be of fundamental interest for magnetism and for disordered materials, from glasses to biological systems.
We present the concept of a novel time-focusing technique for neutron spectrometers, which allows to disentangle time-focusing from beam divergence. The core of this approach is a double rotating-crystal monochromator that can be used to extract a larger wavelength band from a white beam, thus providing a higher flux at the sample compared to standard time-of-flight instruments, yet preserving energy resolution and beam collimation. The performances of a spectrometer based on this approach are quantitatively discussed in terms of possible incident wavelengths, flux at the sample and (Q, E)-resolution. Analytical estimates suggest flux gains of about one order of magnitude at comparable resolutions in comparison to conventional time-of-flight spectrometers. Moreover, the double monochromator configuration natively shifts the sample away from the source line-of-sight, thus significantly improving the signal-to-noise ratio. The latter, in combination with a system that does not increase the beam divergence, brings the further advantage of a cleaner access to the low-Q region, which is recognized to be of fundamental interest for magnetism and for disordered materials, from glasses to biological systems. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Direct geometry spectrometers for thermal and cold neutron beams are key instruments for inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments aimed at probing the atomic dynamics over broad intervals of exchanged momentum Q and energy transfer E. The scientific case requiring the development of these instruments is very wide and ranges from magnetism and strongly correlated electron systems to disordered systems, soft matter and biophysics.
The major limitation of the INS technique, when compared with other experimental probes (e.g. synchrotron light), is given by the combination of the small inelastic neutron cross section and the intrinsically low flux available at the neutron sources. Hence, one of the main goals for an INS instrument is to maximize the flux at the sample position. Considering that the efficiency of thermal neutron sources has not shown significant increases over the last forty years, improvements to the INS technique have been brought about by a careful exploitation of the neutron beams through novel neutron optical devices, high-performance detectors and new concepts in instrument design. This paradigm holds, as well, for the forthcoming European Spallation Source (ESS, Lund, Sweden) [1, 2] . The long neutron pulses of the ESS require * marco.zanatta@univr.it specific optimization of the instruments in order to make full advantage of the promised increases in peak flux compared to steady-state sources and in time-average flux compared to short-pulse sources.
The most recently developed direct-geometry spectrometers exploit coupling of a chopper cascade with a large-area position sensitive detector (PSD). This is the case of IN5 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France) [3] , LET at ISIS (Didcot, UK) [4] , ARCS, SEQUOIA and CNCS at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS, Oak Ridge, USA) [5, 6] , 4SEASON, AMATERAS and HRC (J-PARC, Japan) [7] [8] [9] , and, in the future, T-REX [10] , CSPEC and VOR [11] , at the ESS. Rotating disc choppers slice the white beam producing short monochromatic pulses that impinge on the sample and, once scattered, are analysed via the neutron time-of-flight (ToF). This technique offers great versatility, as to the selection of the incident energy and energy resolution, and benefits directly from the high peak brightness available at pulsed sources.
For long-pulse and continuous sources, the performances can be enhanced over the thermal and coldneutron ranges, using hybrid spectrometers exploiting the time-focusing technique. This approach consists in selecting a broader portion of the white beam in such a way that neutrons of different velocities reach the detector at the same time. Compared with standard chopper instruments, this configuration uses a longer extraction time, which provides a higher flux at the sample. However, the typical implementation of the time-focusing technique exploits an increased beam divergence to broaden the band of accepted wavelengths, therefore the flux gain is counterbalanced by a poorer Q-resolution. Examples of instruments employing time-focusing are IN4C [12] and IN6 [13] , both at ILL, and FOCUS at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI, Villigen, Switzerland) [14] .
Here, we present a novel and alternative approach to time-focusing which is not based on a larger beam divergence. The key element of this implementation is a double rotating-crystal monochromator (DRCM) [15] that can be used to extract a wider wavelength band from a white beam, while preserving the original beam collimation. Incident wavelength and resolution can be easily tuned by changing the rotation speed and the relative position of the DRCM elements. Consequently, a spectrometer exploiting such an approach can provide a higher flux by accepting a wider wavelength range, while achieving good resolution due to time-focusing. It does this retaining good versatility and without increasing the divergence of the beam. In addition, the DRCM removes the monochromatic beam well away from the primary white beam, which avoids the direct view of the neutron source from the sample position with a consequently significant background reduction. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of a DRCM. The first crystal is fully bathed by the white primary beam and rotates at a given frequency ν M , with a continuous sweep of the Bragg angle θ M . The second crystal rotates in the same direction with the same frequency ν M . It is located and phased so as to properly collect the neutrons that are diffracted by the first crystal in a small range of Bragg angles and to merge them into a single parallel beam. Such a quasi-monochromatic beam is sent to the sample and finally scattered towards the detector. A proper choice of the rotation frequency allows the slowest and the fastest neutrons to catch up together at the detector position, thus meeting the time-focusing condition at a chosen energy transfer. This strategy is common to all time-focusing instruments but the use of the DRCM avoids the increase of the beam divergence as it occurs in standard approaches like, for instance, IN6 and IN4C. Indeed, in non-dispersive configuration [17] , a double crystal monochromator transfers the divergence of the primary beam in the scattering plane to the diffracted beam with ideally no changes [18] . This is well described in Ref. [19] where a specific X-ray application, with a tightly collimated primary beam, is reported. This approach results in an increased phase space volume that is proportional to the increase of the wavelength band.
II. BASIC CONCEPT

FIG. 1.
Schematic view of a double rotating-crystal monochromator.
A. Time-focusing conditions
For a quantitative evaluation, let us imagine to extract a rectangular pulse of duration T out of the primary white beam, with T of the order of hundreds of µs. This pulse impinges on the first monochromator which rotates at an angular frequency ω M = 2πν M . Setting the time origin at the middle of the collection time T , the Bragg angle of the rotating monochromator continuously sweeps from θ M (−T /2) to θ M (+T /2) in the time interval −T /2 ≤ t ≤ +T /2, with a mean Bragg angle θ 0 = θ M (0). The time-focusing condition requires slow neutrons to be diffracted before fast ones, i.e. that the wavelength λ(t) is a decreasing function of t. Consequently, the direction of rotation must satisfy the condition
With L M S the flight path from the firstmonochromator-to-sample and L SD the path from the sample-to-detector, the time-focusing condition imposes that
where the subscript 1 [2] refers to neutrons before [after] the sample, v 1 (t) [v 2 (t)] is the velocity of neutrons with wavelength λ 1 (t) = h/mv 1 (t) [λ 2 (t) = h/mv 2 (t)], reflected by the first monochromator at time t. Here m is the neutron mass. Eq. 1 is exact only when T is not too large, so that the Bragg angle variation is small enough for the trigonometric functions development to be valid at the first order. We can thus define ∆v i = v i (+T /2) − v i (−T /2) ≥ 0 and assume that ∆v i v i (0). In this limit Eq. 1 becomes:
For purely elastic scattering, neutron velocities remain unchanged along the monochromator-detector path L M D = L M S +L SD . Consequently, v 1 (t) = v 2 (t) and Eq. 2 can be written as
where
we obtain:
Equation 4 shows that, for a chosen neutron wavelength λ, which fixes v 0 and θ 0 , time-focusing can be achieved by adjusting the monochromator-to-detector distance L M D and the monochromator angular speed ω M . Considering a fixed Bragg angle θ 0 and multiplying the angular speed ω M by an integer factor n, Eq. 4 is satisfied for nv 0 , i.e. for λ 0 /n. This corresponds to higher-order reflections at the same Bragg angle. Therefore, when the time-focusing condition is achieved for a given Bragg reflection, it is also achieved for all the other-order reflections, which provides a larger choice of neutron wavelengths despite the practical constraints on L M D and θ M . Moreover, when the flight path between the two rotating crystals is long enough, e.g. about 1 m, their relative phase allows to select only a specific wavelength, rejecting all the other reflections.
B. Energy and momentum resolution
In general, the instrument resolution is described by a 4×4 matrix, e.g. Ref. [20] . However, the most important components of the resolution matrix usually considered to capture the performance of an instrument are those related to the energy transfer E and the in-plane momentum transfer only. Consequently, to evaluate the potential of the proposed approach, we performed a simplified analytic calculation of the energy and momentum resolution function as a function of E and scattering angle θ s . We assume a beam with an axial symmetry around the neutron transport axis, i.e. same size and divergence along all the radial directions, and a static configuration for the double monochromator, as defined at t = 0. The latter assumption is justified if the rotation frequencies of the DRCM are such that the Doppler effect can be neglected as in the present case, see Sec. III.
When perfect time-focusing is achieved, under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the monochromator angles, and neglecting the effect of sample size, the energy resolution W T F can be written as:
where the energy-dependent terms account for uncertainties in the exchanged-energy E due to crystal monochromator, time-of-flight determination, and finite detector size. Equation 5 is composed by two parts. The first one is ∆E = ∆E 1 − ∆E 2 , where ∆E 1 and ∆E 2 are the energy spread of the incident and scattered beam, respectively. The term ∆E is the direct sum of two statistically not-independent contributions, as both E 1 and E 2 depend on the wavelength of the incoming neutrons. Indeed, the neutron time of flight for sample-to-detector is obtained by subtracting the neutron monochromator-tosample ToF from the total ToF. Consequently, the statistical fluctuations on the incoming wavelength affect the time of flight for covering both the paths L M S and L SD .
The second term ∆E D derives from the time uncertainty at the detector, and it is statistically independent from the previous one. This contribution largely exceeds the contributions from the other path uncertainties because all neutron paths are almost parallel so that they have the same length at the first order in the beam divergence. Assuming a Gaussian mosaic distribution, the energy spread ∆E 1 can be easily derived from the behavior of the double monochromator. Indeed, if an ideally collimated and monchromatic beam impinges a double crystal monchromator, the intensity after the device depends on the angular acceptance of the double crystal monochromator. The transmission of the device is proportional to the coupled probability of the two crystals being close to the reflection position, that is exp(− log 2 ∆θ 2 /η 2 ) 2 , ∆θ being the angular distance from the Bragg position of each crystal. In other words, the two crystal device behaves like a single monochromator having a FWHM equal to η/ √ 2. We can thus write:
and
If the energy transfer is small in comparison with the incoming neutron energy, i.e. |E| E 1 , we can write:
These terms are dominant and other contributions, such as sample and monochromator thickness effects, are neglected. Assuming a detector thickness l D the term ∆E D becomes
The above equations are valid in the limit of small energy transfer when the perfect time-focusing condition is achieved. In particular, Eqs. 8 and 9 show that the monochromator-to-sample distance L M S should be reduced as much as possible while L SD should be made as long as possible. This minimizes the effect of the wavelength spread due to the mosaic η M as well as the detector term ∆E D .
Finally, we can provide an estimate of the energy resolution moving away from perfect time-focusing. This produces a non-random time spread term. However, considering that the neutron arrival time is random and this time spread term is not correlated to the other random contributions to W T F , the total energy resolution W E can be written as:
. (10) where T is the collection time of a DRCM.
In general, the determination of the Q-resolution implies a full calculation that includes the energy distribution and its correlation to the angular distribution. However, the DRCM provides a good disentanglement between energy and angular distributions. Moreover, in an instrument based on a crystal monochromator, the divergence of the incoming beam is usually rather tight, comparable to the crystal mosaic, with similar horizontal and vertical values at the sample position. Therefore, for the order-of-magnitude estimate, we can assume that, given a scattering angle 2θ s either horizontal or vertical, the momentum transfer in the quasi-elastic configuration is Q = 4π sin θ s /λ 1 . Having only two independent variables λ 1 and θ s , the momentum spread is given by:
where ∆λ 1 and ∆θ s are the rms spreads of incoming wavelength and scattering angle. In the case of a small contribution from ∆λ 1 , the Q resolution is reduced to:
where θ s is half of the scattering angle at the sample and ∆θ s is its angular spread. For a finite energy transfer, the Q-resolution is only slightly modified from the elastic limit.
III. INSTRUMENT LAYOUT
Starting from the above considerations, we can now outline the main characteristics of an instrument based on the proposed time-focusing approach. A possible layout is shown in Fig. 2 .
The core component is the double rotating-crystal monochromator. In order to maximize the flux at the sample, this device should cover the largest possible area, ideally of the order of 20 × 20 cm 2 , and rotate at frequencies up to about 100 Hz (6000 rpm). However, the rotation of a large-surface device implies considerable mechanical difficulties that can be minimized by partitioning the large-area monochromator into a suitable number of smaller rotating elements, each containing a subset of small crystals conveniently held and aligned by a proper mechanical support. Consequently, we propose a 2cm-diameter cylindrical crystal holder composed by two symmetric halves, where slab-shaped crystals lay on the cylinder axis. A suitable number of such cylindrical elements can be easily disposed next to each other with parallel vertical axes, to cover the desired total monochromator area. The small radius of the cylinders significantly lowers the peripheral speed of the crystal edges with respect to a wholly rotating crystal, thus making rotational forces and Doppler effects on the speed of the diffracted neutrons negligible. Indeed, considering a highest rotation frequency of about 100 Hz, the peripheral speed of the crystals is about 7 m/s, compared with the lowest neutron velocity of about 1000 m/s (∼ 4Å, ∼ 5 meV).
As a first possible choice for the crystals, we considered Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) that provides a high peak reflectivity even at relatively short wavelengths (R 0 0.7 at about 1.3Å, see Ref. [19] ), with a clean reflected beam and no spurious components due to multiple reflections. In particular, a high reflectivity is crucial to minimize intensity losses due to the double monochromator configuration. A detailed description of the construction and test of a DRCM based on these observations is reported in Ref. [15] . At the level of the present study, we do not wish to specialize the instrument to the characteristics of a specific neutron source. Consequently, we do not analyze in detail the primary neutron transport system, and we limit our description to the last part of the beamline, from the DRCM to the detector. In any case, in order to fully exploit its performances, the instrument should be installed downstream a guide with a large cross section. Moreover, the coupling to a crystal monochromator requires a limited beam divergence, thus for thermal neutrons with wavelengths down to 1Å, a supermirror guide with m = 4 is a good compromise. The characteristics of the primary spectrometer are defined by the casemate containing the DRCM. In fact, the chamber has to be long enough to enable an appropriate variation of the Bragg angle θ M and the time-focusing distance, by moving the two elements of the DRCM. This ensures great versatility to the instrument, allowing to change both wavelength and resolution. Given the high transparency of HOPG crystals off Bragg scattering, multiplexing can be implemented by adding further DRCM pairs in the chamber.
The monochromator chamber is followed by the last portion of the beam line which brings neutrons to the sample. Due to the intrinsic geometry of the double monochromators, the monochromatic (or multichromatic, in case of multiple DRCM pairs) beam is moved away from the primary beam, so that the sample is never in direct sight of the neutron source. This is expected to result in a significant background drop and a consequent signal-to-noise improvement.
The last section of the beam line between the monochromator casemate and the sample has to include the options for a low-divergence collimation or a converging guide. This might be implemented by equipping the beam line either with mechanically interchangeable inserts or with adaptive optics. The converging-guide option is extremely useful in the case of very small samples, as it allows to concentrate the flux on the small sample volume.
The whole flight path of the primary spectrometer should be kept under vacuum. Single-crystal silicon windows, which present negligible beam attenuation off Bragg scattering, can be used to effectively separate different portions of the beam line when needed.
The last component of the beam line is the detector, which should ideally be a large-area highly-pixelated position-sensitive detector. These requirements are essential for efficient detection capability and, in particular, for studies on single crystals, where data need to be simultaneously collected over a wide portion of the reciprocal space, with their full vectorial Q dependence. The detector should cover also the low angle region, thus allowing studies in the first Brillouin zones, around the (000) reciprocal lattice point. This option is very useful for magnetism in order to study the intensity of the excitations as a function of the total momentum transfer Q. This facilitates the distinction of magnetic from nuclear contributions without resorting to polarization analysis. On the other hand, it provides an extremely efficient tool in the case of powder or disordered samples, where averages over the Debye-Scherrer cones can be exploited to greatly enhance the statistical accuracy of the data. To ensure the maximum coverage of the dynamical range limiting also cross-talking effects, the detector should ideally extend up to 1/4 of a sphere. Considering also physical limitations due to the transmitted beam and the shielding, this means an angular coverage from -7.5
• to 135
• in the horizontal plane (see Fig. 2 ) and from -20
• to 70
• in the out of plane direction. A good compromise for the sample-to-detector distance is L SD = 4 m. A shorter distance would indeed result in a broader energy resolution, whereas a longer distance would imply a too large detector area. For L SD = 4 m and with the above angular coverage, a detector of almost spherical shape results in a surface of about 35 m 2 , ideally with a typical pixel size of 1 cm 2 . Much larger pixel sizes might cause a considerable degradation of the Q-resolution in the case of small samples.
IV. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
We consider a time-focusing instrument realized as described in Fig. 2 and based on a DRCM with HOPG crystals. We can thus estimate its potential performances in terms of wavelength and energy resolution, by comparing the useful flux with that expected for an equivalent chopper spectrometer. Of course, an absolute evaluation of the flux at the sample would require a detailed simulation of the neutron source and the primary neutron transport system, which is far beyond the purpose of this work.
A. Incident wavelength and resolution
Referring to Fig. 2 , we consider a sample-to-detector distance L SD = 4 m, a distance between the sample and the exit of the monochromator chamber of 1.5 m, and a 1.5 m long monochromator casemate. This fixes the time-focusing distance L M D between 5.5 m and 7.5 m. As shown in Eq. 4, once the wavelength is chosen by fixing the Bragg angle and the reflection order, we can match this constraint by varying the rotation frequency. In a steady-state source this frequency can be varied continuously, whereas in a pulsed source it has to be phased to the source frequency, thus introducing a further constraint. However, the combination of Bragg angle, reflection order and rotation frequency provides a really versatile system that can easily span over a wide range of wavelengths. For HOPG crystals, in particular, the peak reflectivity is almost order independent [16] , so that even quite high-order reflections can be safely considered. Table I shows some possible combinations of parameters that match the constraints of the proposed layout for a steady-state source. The table clearly shows the versatility of the instrument that can easily provide incident wavelengths from 1 to 4Å with variable resolution. For long pulse spallation sources like ESS, the monochromator frequency has to be coupled to the source frequency and is then limited to a multiple of the source frequency ν s . Actually, since both crystal faces create the monochromatic pulse, the rotation frequency can be chosen among the values nν s /2, where n = 1, 2, 3, .... Fig. 3 shows the energy resolution E for two typical instrument configurations. Fig. 2 . The elastic energy resolution WE is obtained using the formulas of Sec. II B. The table also shows how the same wavelength can be obtained with different combinations of reflection orders and rotation frequencies, e.g. λi = 1.00Å and λi = 2.00Å, or just with different rotation frequencies, e.g. λi = 1.58Å. Of course this also affects the resolution WE.
B. Flux at the sample
The neutron intensity at the sample can be written in terms of the source flux per unit solid angle and unit energy Φ(E i ), the guide transmission T G , the incoming beam bi-dimensional divergence accepted by the DRCM ∆Ω M , the monochromator surface S M , the crystal reflectivity R, the neutron pulse frequency ν M , the DRCM collection time T , and the energy window ∆E M . The intensity I T F S turns out to be:
where the R 2 factor is due to the double reflection by the monochromator device. In the real system, the time distribution of neutrons downstream the DRCM is triangular and T is the FWHM.
It is interesting to compare the above formula with the corresponding intensity at the sample for a traditional chopper spectrometer, installed on the same source, that is:
where S C is the surface of the chopper window opening, T C is the chopper transmission, ν C the neutron pulse frequency, ∆t the pulse length (FWHM), ∆Ω C the bi-dimensional divergence at the chopper position, and ∆E C the energy window.
To compare the performance of the proposed timefocusing instrument with a chopper spectrometer we assume the same incident flux Φ(E i ), ideal transmissions T G = T C = 1 and equal energy windows ∆E M = ∆E C . Moreover, we also have to assume that ν C = ν M , i.e. the two instruments have the same frame overlap and ∆t = η/( √ 2ω M ) to ensure the same resolution for the elastic channel. It is worth noting that for pulsed sources this is straightforward since ν C and ν M are dominated by the source frequency. The gain factor for the timefocusing instrument G T F can be thus written as:
The gain factor G T F is thus defined by two critical ratios, namely (S M ∆Ω M )/(S C ∆Ω C ) and T /∆t. The first ratio is simply the change in phase-space acceptance of the two instruments, whereas the last term is specifically connected to the time focusing approach and derives from the different manipulation of the wavelength-time volume compared with a chopper instrument.
As already described in Sec. III and in Ref. [15] , DRCM with a rather large surface can be easily produced -a cross-sectional area of about 50 cm 2 seems reasonable, while the accepted divergence corresponding to the crystal mosaic spread is about 2 × 10 −4 steradians, assuming that the upstream divergence is at least that large. On the other hand, the construction of a large beam chopper rotating in excess of 100 Hz presents more mechanical constraints. Beam areas at the position of the final, wavelength-resolution-defining chopper are typically of the order of 10 cm 2 , while the beam divergence for a modern supermirror guide of that guide cross-section is of the order of 2 − 4 × 10 −4 steradians, depending on the wavelength. A chopper spectrometer would typically employ a focusing guide after the last chopper, resulting in an increased divergence and a smaller beam spot at the sample, and, at best, a conservation of the phase space at the last chopper position. Consequently, the accepted phase space volume is typically at least twice as large for the case of the DRCM setup, compared to the chopper instrument.
The term R 2 adds a further 0.49 in favor of the chopper instrument, with the result that these parameters globally more or less cancel out, so that the actual discriminating factor is the time-focusing ratio T /∆t and in particular the collection time T , which is more difficult to evaluate. In principle, at pulsed sources T is limited by the pulse length only. In real cases, this is not completely true and the maximum collection time is defined by the phasing between the first and second monochromators. However, when the rotation angle from the central position is small, the phasing between the two monochromators is preserved and the wavelength change is compensated by the flight path. This compensation is perfect only at first order of the shift angle α = ±ω M T . Within this limit, T can be written as:
where θ B is the Bragg angle, D the separation between the primary and secondary beam, and w is the length of the monochromator surface illuminated by the beam. In order to estimate the ratio T /∆t we consider a monochromatic beam of λ i = 1.01Å, extracted using the (006) reflection of a HOPG-based DRCM. As reported in Tab. I, the rotation frequency for the DRCM is ν M = 55 Hz and the Bragg angle θ M = 26.6
• . Assuming a primary beam of 8 × 8 cm 2 , we have a monochromator length w = 17.8 cm and a beam separation D = 1 m. In this configuration we have ∆t = 18 µs and T = 185 µs, hence the time-focusing ratio T /∆t is about 10. This result was also confirmed by several Monte Carlo simulations of a simple DRCM system. Furthermore, the DRCM physically separates the primary and the monochromatic beams so that the background is strongly reduced and the signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced. A similar result for a chopper solution is not possible and, to avoid a direct view of the source, a long and curved primary guide is needed.
FIG. 3. Instrument energy resolution
WE for two typical configurations. The red line is WE for 81.8 meV with a monochromator rotation frequency of 84 Hz, using the 4th order of the HOPG crystals with θM = 36.6
• . The blue line is obtained for 20.4 meV with a monochromator rotation frequency of 42 Hz at the 2nd order with θM = 36.6
• . Both the configurations are detailed in Tab. I.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a modified version of the timefocusing technique based on a double rotating-crystal monochromator which allows to disentangle timefocusing from beam divergence. This approach is expected to be particularly effective for long-pulse and steady-state neutron sources and, using a longer extraction time and a wider beam cross-section, it can provide a higher flux at the sample with respect to standard chopper instruments, with a gain factor G T F ∼ 10. Moreover, the monochromatic beam is shifted from the primary one, so that the source is always out of line-of-sight from the sample. This ensures a reduced environmental background and enhances the signal-to-noise ratio. Although a spectrometer based on a DRCM can be a rather short instrument, this does not affect the versatility of the instrument in terms of possible incident wavelength and resolutions. The instrument versatility can be further improved by implementing a multiplexing option by adding more DRCMs in the casemate. This is equivalent to the repetition rate multiplication [21, 22] (RRM) that is efficiently employed by chopper spectrometers. The extraction time T can be adjusted by means of appropriate collimators inserted between the two monochromators, thus introducing further flexibility for specific applications.
If the scientific application can benefit from increased flux over a small sample area, at the expense of an increase in divergence, it should be possible to arrange the crystals in a converging geometry or to phase their rotation in order to obtain spatial focusing effects. Alternatively, or in combination, a focusing guide could be employed between the DRCM setup and the sample.
However, from the scientific point of view, the combination of low divergence and high flux can be exploited to extend the (Q, E) range of standard spectrometers down to the low-Q, low-E region. This region is presently accessible only by specific instruments such as the Brillouin neutron spectrometer BRISP (ILL, Grenoble, France) [23, 24] and HRC (J-PARC, Japan) [9] , and it has great interest for disordered and magnetic systems. In particular, such an instrument would allow a complete overview of the atomic dynamics, simultaneously probing the whole pattern of low-Q collective excitations and the high-Q response, which provides additional information like the density of states of vibrational modes. This has been proven pivotal for spin waves [25] , liquid metals [26] , glasses [27] , biological systems like DNA [28] and its hydration water [29] . In addition, for magnetism, INS at low-Q is the only reliable technique to study magnetic excitations in disordered or polycrystalline samples with small magnetic cross-sections, e.g. Ref. [30] . As a matter of fact, for Q → 0 the magnetic form factor has its highest value and the vibrational component is minimized [31] . Conversely, on increasing Q the magnetic contribution disappears and the vibrational one has its maximum. This situation allows for a safe separation of the two components in a single measurement.
